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INTRODUCTION 

Competition, in market based economies, refers to a situation in which firms or 
sellers independently strive for buyer’s patronage in order to achieve a particular 
business objective.1 The rationale of antitrust law is, inter alia, to protect consumer 
interest, ensure freedom of trade and provide a wider spectrum of choices to the 
customers. The aim is to create markets as a response to the needs and preferences 
of customers over the profit motives of large corporations. Competition policy, 
thus, ensures that the critical fulcrum is the transition from anti-competitive 
burdens to pro-competitive benefits to be delivered to the producers and 
consumers alike. The accuracy of this narrative also passes the muster of truth if 
seen in the context of digital innovators. In a deviously charming economy, the 
firms that can spin the maximum number of quality products, while maintaining 
their stature and credibility, win the rout. Within such a marketplace, technological 
capabilities open up a Pandora’s Box of opportunities to exploit. Digital innovators 
have become the linchpin of technological upheaval and market leadership by 
transforming ideas, market models and customer experiences. With course of time, 
they have earned name, fame, influence and repute; presenting themselves as an 
inevitable part and parcel of one’s life. An exceptionally interesting confrontation 
of competition law and digital innovators lands us at crossroads. The sole reason 
for the same is the inadequate acclimation of the regulatory mechanism to the 
dynamic environment.  

ANTITRUST AND DIGITAL INNOVATORS  

While, the relationship between digital innovators and antitrust law is seemingly 
non-existent, the ground reality regarding the same, unveils a whole new paradigm 
shift. It is a tested and accepted proposition that digital innovators such as 

                                                             
1 World Bank (1991) available at: 
http://www.oecd.org/daf/competition/prosecutionandlawenforcement/27122227.pdf 
(last accessed on June 24, 2019). 
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Amazon, Uber, Zomato, etc., have changed the way traditional businesses 
operated. As consumers’ lives become easier with a click of a button to access 
various facilities and services, it is the responsibility of the legislature and the 
competition regulator to bolster themselves to meet the new challenges that come 
along with the technological development. The bulk of present digital innovators 
along with the potential ones to come has a snowball effect on the competition 
policy. The assessment and feasibility of exclusivity clauses, locking in practices, 
distribution agreements, market delineation, the check of abuse of dominance, 
predatory pricing, deep discounting, common ownership, etc. are only a few 
instances requiring a new perspective and analytical insights. In the absence of a 
flexible approach, no purposive interpretation would be dealt to the dynamic 
circumstances, leading to a situation of static competition. Taking into account the 
aforesaid, the role of competition policy traverses new lands. The regulatory 
framework has to ensure protection of sensitive information, customer privacy, 
unprejudiced search results, check the possible misuse of personal data, intercept 
exploitation by way of fraudulent discount policies and to build mechanisms to 
prevent unfair trade conditions, prohibit oppression of small traders and business 
partners and arrest any deteriorative economic effects.  Some of the competition 
issues that arise due to the complex relationship of the two (2) subjects in question 
are: 

Anti-Competitive Agreements 
The Competition Act, 2002, in its letter and spirit, manifests the legislative intent 
to prohibit anti-competitive agreements. 2  Curbing anti-competitive agreements 
ensures fair, equal and accessible opportunities for all market players that helps 
markets to be competitive and hence, protects the competition process itself, 
rather than competitors in the market.3 The Competition Commission of India 
(hereinafter referred to as “Commission”) is empowered to take action against 
such agreements to ensure economic freedom.4  
Jasper lnfotech Private Limited (Snapdeal) v. KAFF Appliances (India) 
Pvt. Ltd. (Kaff)5 
 

                                                             
2 Section 3 of the Competition Act, 2002.  
3 Excel Crop Care Limited v. Competition Commission of India and Anr., (2017) 6 
SCALE 241. 
4 Consumer Guidance Society v. Hindustan Coca Cola Beverages Pvt. Ltd. & Anr., 
UTPE No. 99 of 2009. 
5 Case No. 61 of 2014. 
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The Commission categorically stated that e-retailers perform a series of diverse and 
interconnected material functions so as to make them a link in the supply chain. 
Such an interpretation is consistent with the technology driven markets. Further, 
in the case of online platforms, any entity contributing value to the product/ 
service will be considered as a part of the value chain. Herein, ownership need not 
pass to the e-retailer and hence, there lies no bar to the attraction of a claim of 
resale price maintenance.  
Assessment of Abuse of Dominance  
The mandate of the Competition Act states that abuse of dominant position in the 
relevant market is absolutely prohibited.6  Competition Law is aimed at frowning 
upon the activities of those undertakings (whether natural persons or legal entities) 
who, while undertaking their economic activities, indulge in practices which affect 
the competition adversely or take advantage of their dominant position. 7 
Dominance is a position of strength enjoyed by an enterprise, in the relevant 
market, in India, which enables it to either operate independently of competitive 
forces prevailing in the relevant market or affect its competitors or consumers or 
the relevant market in its favour.8  
Confederation of Real Estates Brokers’ Association of India v. 
Magicbricks.com & Ors.9 
Considering the rapidly growing e-commerce sector in India, the Commission 
noted that various online platforms are engaged in the operation of providing real 
estate solutions, listings, etc. Aside from the online portals, various persons are 
also employed in the brokerage business. Thus, the relevant market was delineated 
as ‘the services of real estate brokers/ agents in India’. Finding that the brokerage 
business did not require any prior licensing, the relevant market consisted of a 
multiplicity of persons and portals alike. Hence, no single platform could be singled 
out as dominant. In the absence of dominance, the question of abuse of dominance 
did not arise.  
Predatory Pricing  
Predatory price means the sale of goods or provision of services, at a price which 
is below the cost, as may be determined by regulation, of production of the goods 
or provisions of services, with a view to reduce competition or eliminate the 

                                                             
6 Section 4 of the Competition Act, 2002.  
7  Competition Commission of India v. Co-Ordination Committee of Artists and 
Technicians of W.B. Film and Television and Ors., (2017) 5 SCC 17. 
8 Explanation (a) to Section 4 of the Competition Act, 2002.  
9 Case No. 23 of 2016.  
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competitors.10 Such exploitative behaviour is undertaken to foreclose competition 
and eliminate existing players from the relevant market.11 In order to make out a 
case for predatory pricing, it is necessary for a party to quantify the cost of 
providing services to the party who resorted to predatory pricing and how the cost 
at which service was being provided to the customer was lower than the cost to 
the party.12 
Shri Vinod Kumar Gupta, Chartered Accountant v. WhatsApp Inc.13 
When the standard industry practice is to not charge any fees in the relevant 
market, the same would not constitute an infraction of the prohibition against 
predatory pricing. The factum of absence of entry barriers along with no/ 
negligible switching costs between various messaging apps further supported the 
proposition that WhatsApp was not resorting to the practice of predatory pricing.  
Network Effects  
Network effects have been described as a product or service becoming valuable 
with the increase of the number of users.14 They are externalities which have the 
effect of consumers paying more for the value creation. It leads to a chain reaction 
of more people purchasing the product or subscribing to the service which 
ultimately acts as an entry barrier in a competitive market.  
Fast Track Call Cab Pvt. Ltd. & Anr. v. ANI Technologies Pvt. Ltd.15  
Transportation service networks such as Ola and Uber exhibit network effects in 
as much as an increase in the number of riders attracts an increase in the number 
of drivers and vice versa. Network creation in such markets is critical to stay abreast 
of competition. The Commission noted that while Ola did reap these benefits, the 
effects were not adequate enough to prevent potential competition from entering 
the market. In the given instance, Ola and Uber were the frontline competitors to 
each other. It was further noted that in hi-tech markets, such network effects 
cannot be the conclusive consideration for assessing dominance. Relying on the 
same, the Commission held that the competitive constrains imposed by Ola and 

                                                             
10 Explanation (b) to Section 4 of the Competition Act, 2002.  
11 MCX Stock Exchange Ltd. v. National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. & Ors., Case No. 
13 of 2009.  
12 H.L.S. Asia Limited, New Delhi v. Schlumberger Asia Services Ltd. Gurgaon & Anr., 
Case No. 80 of 2012. 
13 Case No. 99 of 2016.  
14 Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India) v. TAM Media Research Pvt. Ltd., 
Case No. 70 of 2012.  
15 Cases No. 6 and 74 of 2015. 
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Uber on each other, provided a strong foundation to the factum that Ola was not 
the sole and dominant player in the market.  
Delineation of Relevant Market  
The first step in assessing abuse of dominance is the delineation of the relevant 
market. The relevant market sets out the constraints imposed on an entity in which 
it operates. The purpose for determining the same is to identify if the concerned 
player is sufficiently dominant so as to distort the competitive market and to 
thereafter check if the behaviour qualifies as dominant. The same is to be checked 
in light of the relevant market which is a conjunction of the relevant product 
market and the relevant geographical market.16 
All India Online Vendors Association v. Flipkart India Private Limited & 
Anr.17  
In the present matter, the Commission was dealing with the question of abuse of 
dominance of two (2) entities, namely, Flipkart India and Flipkart Internet. It was 
alleged that Flipkart India sold its goods to certain preferred resellers who would 
subsequently sell the same on the marketplace developed by Flipkart Internet. To 
counter the proposed relevant market demarcated as “services provided by online 
marketplaces for selling of goods in India”, Flipkart advocated for two (2) relevant 
markets to be checked. The same was espoused on the preliminary consideration 
of Flipkart India adopting a B2B model and Flipkart Internet adopting a B2C 
model. The Commission observed that the grievance, in essence, was against 
Flipkart Internet and its anti-competitive practices and hence, there was no 
requirement for setting out different relevant markets.  
Single Economic Entity 
Two (2) entities are characterised as a single economic entity by determining, 
whether the intermediary takes on any economic risk and, whether the services 
provided by the intermediary are exclusive. 18  The Commission has further 
observed that the concept of single economic entity is generally applicable only if 
there exists inseparability in the economic interest of the parties to the 
agreement.19  
Justickets Pvt. Ltd. v. Big Tree Entertainment Pvt. Ltd. & Anr.20 
 

                                                             
16 Section 2(r) of the Competition Act, 2002.  
17 Case No. 20 of 2018.  
18 Minoan Lines SA v Commission of the European Communities (2003) ECR II -5515. 
19 Shri Shamsher Kataria v. Honda Siel Cars India Ltd. & Ors., Case No. 03 of 2011.  
20 Case No. 08 of 2016. 
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In the impugned case, the Commission was dealing with the question of abuse of 
dominance of Big Tree Entertainment Pvt. Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “Big 
Tree”) and Vista Entertainment Solutions Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “Vista 
Ltd.”). Amongst other things, Big Tree provides the service of online ticket 
booking through its website Bookmyshow.com (hereinafter referred to as 
“Bookmyshow”). Vista Ltd. is the global leader in box office ticketing solutions 
which supplies box office ticketing software named “Vista”.  The majority decided 
against the same, however, the same did not appeal to the wisdom of Mr. 
Augustine Peter who wrote a dissenting opinion. On perusing the Software 
Distributorship Agreement entered between Bookmyshow and Vista Ltd., Mr. 
Peter found that Bookmyshow was, in actuality, the sole and exclusive distributor 
of Vista software in India and acts as an agent of the latter, thereby, taking up the 
character of a “Single Economic Entity”. The result of the relationship is that both 
the entities abused their dominant position and adopted arbitrary policy for not 
granting the access to Vista software to other online portals, thereby, 
simultaneously, protecting and expanding its hold in the Indian market. 

CONCLUSION   

Advent of technology has transformed the way consumers undertake transactions. 
Digital innovators make lives simpler but come bearing their own unique set of 
issues. With the digital world growing day-by-day, it is of utmost importance that 
the competition policy not collect dust and become redundant. For living up to its 
purpose, it has to be constantly modified to meet the prevailing market conditions. 
On the other hand, if the competition watchdog is left without being provided any 
guidelines or directives, the market players are likely to fall prey to arbitrariness and 
discriminatory decision making. Digital innovators are typically characterised by 
high market shares and large scale of operations. The same gives rise to an onerous 
presumption of them exploiting the market conditions. It is, thus, in the best 
interests of the public that the competition regulator ensures an effective 
coalescence of competition policy and the operation of digital innovators. The call 
for an intervention by the competition regulator only arises when the innovators 
indulge in anti-competitive practices or attempt to deprive the market of its organ 
competitive fibre. The relationship between competition law and the business 
models of the digital innovators will then be reflected in a dynamic economy and 
flourishing commerce and industry.  
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